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color scheme for a current phprunner theme? i am interested in creating
a color scheme for the burtswood theme. it looks like all the color settings
are in the html/css files. is there a way to make a different color scheme
without changing the theme?ps. i'm new to using phprunner so please be
kind :) hi guys,i just want to say a big thank you to you all. i have been a
user of phprunner for about a month now and i just wanted to say thanks
for a great piece of software.i am also a coder and if anyone is interested
in having some freelance work doing they are most welcome to contact
me. i have also developed a new html/css template and i am hoping to

get it out soon (it's in it's early stages).anyway, once again, many thanks
to all.regards i have another question about the theme editor:i am trying
to edit the colors in the madrid theme, but they are not changing.i have
the newest version of phprunner, and i am using firefox 3.5.3. the colors
are not changing. i have tried this in the top bar and bottom bar, and in

the hamburger menu, and in the tab bar.thank you for your help!
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2020.. hi,the current screen captures shown on the right side are nice.

you can produce them with asprunner too.the config_file is a special file.
it is used as a standard template (prefered) or as a default template

(alternative).first time i used it, i used this file as a default template. the
results are wonderful. it makes programming a lot easier.i think you

should do this to some how integrate a config_file into the phprunner.
best regardsjack arthur,i have been creating my own style sheets. i also
have a template that i use. i use the "template" option and import it into

the code. i then create my own style sheets from that. the default
template is really simple. i would like to make a template that has a
configuration file. you can set the settings for the style. i have been

thinking about this for a while.i have just started using phprunner and it's
fantastic. i will be keeping you updated on my progress and i think that

others will also be interested in this topic.thanks,jack i tried to install the
new version of phprunner. then everything worked fine. but when i

installed the old version and tried to upgrade to the new one, it failed.i
have not upgraded from phprunner to phprunner 10.3 because i am

afraid that i will lose all the changes i have made to the configuration. my
question is: can i upgrade to 10.3 without losing all my changes made to

the configuration?best regards,gianni 5ec8ef588b
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